
sewing with 
ultra heavy threads
Ultra heavy threads are too thick to travel through the upper tension disks on our machines.

To solve this dilemma we use ultra heavy threads in the bobbin and bypass the upper tension system.
This means we have to sew upside down which can have surprising results.

Edge finish: zigzag bobbin stitched with ultra heavy metallic thread

Learning how to control and work with ultra heavy threads to
their best advantage keeps those surprise results happy ones. The
tension of the bobbin case allows a single stitch length’s thread to
pull into a stitch. If this tension is too tight it will shorten the
lower portion of the stitch and pull the top thread down to the
back of the fabric. If it is too loose, excess bobbin thread could
pull to the top of the fabric. A slight amount of tension from
either a specialized bobbin case or loosened bobbin tension will
often offer just enough control of the ultra heavy thread.

how to sew with heavy threads Machine set up:
Normal, bobbin sewing, 

and free motion

Tension:
Balanced

Adjust as needed for 
bobbin sewing

Needle:
Size based on top thread

Top thread:
Fine and medium weight

Bobbin:
Ultra heavy and fine

Bobbin case:
A special bobbin sewing case, 
if you have one, or the ability to
loosen or bypass bobbin tension

Make a grid by drawing a 4" x 2-1/2" rectangle

on the lower portion of the fabric base page.

Add five horizontal lines and one line down the

center. Stitch across the five lines with the fine

thread. This initial stitch line acts as a marking line

for bobbin stitching.

Choose a variety of stitches to show the heavy

thread in different situations. Stitch across the

first half of the grid (left side) with medium weight

thread to show the stitches in normal conditions. Be

careful not to continue across the center line.

Loosen the bobbin case tension to accommodate

your ultra heavy thread. Turn the fabric over.

Following the previously stitched marking line, begin

at the center and draw up the bobbin thread or

leave a long enough tail to keep it out of the stitch

line. Stitch on the marked line and finish with a long

tail. Draw the tails to the reverse side, knot, and

trim. Repeat this using several different stitches.
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Set the machine up for free motion stitching

with ultra heavy thread in the bobbin. Sew with

a medium thread in a blending color on top. Repeat

with a contrasting color. Tie off the thread tails.

Notice the difference the top thread makes.

Try these starter steps on  practice fabric.
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